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Controlling Error Propagat ion in Cooperative 
Communication Networks 
Ghaleb Al-Habian 
In cooperative communications, error propagation at the relay nodes degrades the 
diversity order of the system. To combat that effect, we present a novel technique 
to control error propagation at the relays, which is implemented in the context of 
a distributed turbo code. In the presented technique, the relay calculates the log-
likelihood ratio (LLR) values for the bits sent from the source. These values are 
subjected to a threshold to distinguish reliable decoded bits. The relay then forwards 
bits that are deemed reliable and discards bits that are not, resulting in less errors 
propagating to the destination. We develop upper bounds on the end-to-end bit er-
ror rate, enabling us to optimize the threshold in terms of the minimum end-to-end 
bit error rate. We compare our technique with existing techniques to control error 
propagation, including using only a cyclic redundancy code (CRC) check at the relay, 
forwarding analog LLR values, and with employing no error control at the relay at 
all. We demonstrate, via several numerical examples, that the performance of our 
proposed scheme is superior to all existing techniques. 
iii 
We investigate the application of this technique to a network-coded two-way relay 
channel where the relay is assisting two sources simultaneously. We propose two 
modes of thresholding: at individual bits and at combined bits. We analyze the bit-
error rates of both thresholding modes and optimize the threshold for both. We show 
significant gains using thresholding over an unthresholded network-coded system. 
Based on system simulations, we conclude that utilizing separate thresholds yields 
better results than utilizing a combined threshold scheme. 
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In this thesis, we research the problem of error propagation in cooperative commu-
nication systems. We review previous works done and discuss shortcomings of those 
works. We then propose a solution to this problem and discuss in detail the merits 
of the proposed solution. 
1.1 Problem Statement 
A prominent problem in cooperative systems is the problem of decoding errors at 
the cooperating terminal (the relay) propagating to the receiving terminal (the des-
tination). Such errors severely degrade the overall performance of the system if not 
prevented at the relay. Previous work on cooperative communications often assumed 
that no errors occur at the relay; an assumption that we prove is impractical since even 
a slight error rate at the relay degrades the overall performance significantly. Other 
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previous research papers have proposed various solutions to overcome the problem 
of error propagation, which have-to varying degrees- helped to reduce the impact of 
error propagation. 
In this thesis, we investigate an alternative solution to the problem of error prop-
agation in cooperative communication systems and we compare it with previously-
proposed solutions. 
1.2 Thesis Contributions 
Our contributions in this work can be summarized in the following points. 
• We propose a novel relaying technique of selectively forwarding bits in a single 
frame based on the their associated log-likelihood ratios. 
• We propose a concatenated coding scheme with iterative decoding to implement 
the above technique. We note, however, that the proposed technique is not 
limited to the presented coding scheme, since it is applicable to any coding 
scheme that can generate LLRs for decoded bits at the relay. 
• We analyze the proposed system, where we derive upper bounds on the end-to-
end bit error rate that include the most general case of the relay forwarding a 
subset of the decoded bits, with the possibility of forwarding errors. 
• We propose a pragmatic LLR threshold at the relay that relies only on the 
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source-relay channel state. Based on the derived bounds, we optimize this 
threshold at the relay in terms of the lowest end-to-end bit error rate possible. 
• We compare the performance of the proposed technique with that of other 
previously-mentioned techniques, including forwarding analog LLRs (proposed 
in [1]), with just a CRC check, and with simple DF. We demonstrate via several 
examples the superiority of the proposed technique. 
• Although we analyze the system for only quasi-static source-destination and 
relay-destination channels, we examine the system for the case in which these 
channels become more diverse to show the efficacy of our proposed solution in 
these situations. 
• We apply our technique to a cooperative system employing network coding. We 
investigate both situations of the system not using any channel coding, and a 
system using the same channel coding scheme proposed in the beginning of the 
thesis. 
• We investigate two schemes for application to network coding. Then, we com-
pare both schemes' performances to establish the better scheme. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 details background infor-
mation and previous work. Chapter 3 explains in detail the proposed technique for 
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channel-coded cooperative communication systems. Chapter 4 discusses the appli-
cation of the proposed technique to network-coded cooperative systems (with and 
without employing channel coding). Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and 
provides possible future research directions and improvements. 
1.4 Notation 
Throughout the rest of the thesis, N will refer to the block length, in bits, of the 
encoded information frame. We describe the system in a discrete-time baseband-
equivalent model, with n as the time index. Q(-) indicates the Gaussian tail function, 
and P(-) indicates the probability of an event, while we use py(y) to indicate the 
probability density function (PDF) of a random variable Y. Ey[-] indicates expec-
tation with respect to random variable Y, and we use Y = Ey[y] to indicate the 
mean value. Bold lowercase letters indicate a vector of similarly-named elements, e.g. 
b = [&i,&2i • • • )&;v]- Finally, * indicates discrete-time convolution, and ( J indicates 




2.1 Cooperative Communications 
In an effort to combat fading in wireless channels, methods of exploiting frequency, 
temporal and spatial diversity have been rigorously studied and applied in several 
wireless communication standards. Examples of which include frequency diversity 
combining in wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA), exploiting tempo-
ral diversity through channel coding, and most recently spatial diversity combining 
in wireless fidelity (WiFi, IEEE 802.1 In). Spatial diversity, in particular, has been 
the subject of intense research over the past several years, which is achieved by using 
multiple antennas to transmit/receive signals over wireless channels, resulting in the 
so-called multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Through different trans-
mit/receive antennas, transmitted signals undergo different fading and hence achieve, 
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when combined, higher diversity [2]. MIMO technology also results in drastic im-
provements in capacity as compared to single-input single-output systems [3,4]. 
The down side of MIMO technology, however, is the associated complexity. For 
instance, for every antenna employed, a separate radio frequency (RF) chain is re-
quired, which is bulky and costly. Also, the power consumption is relatively high due 
to the complex circuitry. Furthermore, the overhead required for training can be sig-
nificant especially when the underlying channel changes relatively fast. In addition to 
hardware requirements, antenna spacing requirements also come into play in mobility 
applications. Namely, multiple antennas on a given terminal must be spaced apart 
sufficiently to guarantee statistically-independent fading. 
In light of these constraints, the MIMO technology is deemed not practical for 
certain applications where power consumption and/or physical size is an issue. Such 
applications include cellular networks where it is not practical to mount multiple an-
tennas along with their associated circuitry on a small mobile phone while keeping 
its size small and its cost affordable. Another example is wireless sensor networks, 
where the nodes are battery-operated and thus prolonging the battery life as much 
as possible is a crucial requirement. 
An alternate form of obtaining spatial diversity was proposed by many researchers-
cooperative communications [5-9]. By employing an intermediary relay (or more than 
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one relay) that listens to the source's signal, the relay(s) can then attempt to coop-
erate with the source by forwarding the message to the destination [5]. Because the 
destination is getting copies undergoing different fades (by reason of their different 
points of origin), spatial diversity is achieved at the destination. 
Owing to its significant advantages, cooperative communications has emerged re-
cently as a strong candidate for the underlying technology for most future wireless ap-
plications, including 4G cellular networks, wireless sensor networks (IEEE 802.15.4), 
and fixed broadband wireless systems (WiMax, IEEE 802.16j). Among these advan-
tages are 1) the great flexibility in the network configurations whereby the number 
of cooperating nodes can be changed according to a specified system performance 
criterion; 2) the relaying strategy can be adapted to fit various scenarios; 3) adaptive 
modulation and coding can be employed to achieve certain performance objectives; 
4) the coverage is expected to be better since users will always find relaying nodes 
close by even if they are at the far end of their cell; and 5) a consequence of this is 
an increased user capacity since the user transmitted power can be better controlled 
which in turn controls the level of multiple access interference at the access point. 
Early works on cooperative communications suggested two modes of operation 
for a cooperating relay [8]: amplify-and-forward (AF)-where the relay just amplifies 
the signal (subject to a power constraint) without decoding it and forwards it to the 
destination, and decode-and-forward (DF)-where the relay detects and demodulates 
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the signal and then re-modulates it and forwards it to the destination. While DF is 
prone to error propagation due to decoded errors, it simplifies power control at the 
relay and allows for re-encoding of the signal. AF, however, requires the destination 
to have full knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) of the source-relay and 
relay-destination channels, and satisfying the associated power constraint becomes 
more complicated when the relay lacks CSI knowledge of the source-relay channel. 
However, AF places the burden of detecting the signal completely on the destination. 
More Recently, a few other relaying protocols were proposed. These protocols 
include estimate-and-forward [10,11] (or EF, an estimate of the transmitted symbol 
is forwarded to the destination), and compress-and-forward [12] (or CF, the estimates 
are source-coded to exploit possible correlation between channel fades and the source 
data, then forwarded to the destination). These protocols were shown to improve 
the end-to-end performance (in terms of capacity [10], received signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) [13], or bit-error rate). However, most of these protocols where analyzed in 
the case of uncoded transmission, often called memoryless relaying-where no channel 
coding was used at any point in the transmission. 
2.2 Challenges in Cooperative Communications 
In terms of the end-to-end performance of cooperative communication networks, it 
has been demonstrated that it significantly depends on the detection reliability at the 
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relay nodes [14]. In the ideal situation where detection at the relays is perfect, the 
diversity of the system is maintained, that is, as if the relay node is collocated with 
the transmitting source node [5]. However, with imperfect detection, the diversity 
degrades. The severity of this degradation depends on the detection reliability level 
at the relay nodes. 
Relays forwarding erroneous bits have an adverse effect on the overall system and, 
depending on the source-relay channel, can cause an error floor in the end-to-end bit 
error rate (analogous to a source of interference) [1]. 
The performance of a cooperative system can be enhanced by using channel cod-
ing. Such schemes are usually called distributed coding schemes; examples of which 
include coded cooperation [14-16], and distributed turbo coding (DTC) [1,17,18]. 
Distributed coding schemes have been investigated before, but in a different context. 
In particular, all coded cooperation schemes have assumed ideal detection at the re-
lay nodes [1,17], which is idealistic and impractical; since even small error rates at 
the relay will degrade the diversity gain [18] and might cause an error floor in the 
end-to-end bit error rate [1]. This motivates us to develop distributed coding schemes 
under more practical situations. 
An additional challenge facing the development of cooperative systems is network 
throughput, as it is low as compared to that of centralized MIMO systems. This is 
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attributed to the fact that the relay nodes are equipped with single antennas or a small 
number of antennas, and thus there is no room for achieving any form of multiplexing 
gains, at least in the conventional sense. In addition, due to some relaying constraints 
such as half-duplexing, some nodes keep idle while others are relaying, which results 
in a waste of resources. 
2.3 Existing Techniques 
2.3.1 Techniques for Mitigating Error Propagat ion 
Relays operating in the DF mode (or a variation thereof) face the problem of decod-
ing errors when the source-relay channel is noisy. For uncoded relaying, the proposed 
solutions to such a problem can be divided into two types: additional processing at 
the relay, and additional processing at the destination. 
Solutions of the former type include EF [11] (which assumes the relay can output 
unquantized analog values, and relies on a sign-preserving input-output function that 
prevents the use of coding), CF [12] (which proves useful if there is an unexploited 
correlation in the source-relay channel only), constellation re-mapping [19] in case of 
higher order modulation at the relay (which provides an SNR gain but does not solve 
the problem of decoding errors), and threshold-DF [20-22] (which decides, on a bit-by-
bit basis, whether the relay is active or not based on the source-relay channel energy). 
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Techniques of the latter type include maximum likelihood (ML) receivers proposed 
by the authors in [8,23]. However, both rely on knowing the average bit error rate 
at the relay, and such an assumption can prove impractical for mobile terminals with 
fast varying channels. 
For the case of channel-coded relaying strategies, previous work often assumed 
error-free relaying- that the relay can make correct decisions on the bits received and 
hence is forwarding correct code bits [1,17]. This assumption is impractical, since 
even small error rates at the relay will degrade the diversity gain [18] and might cause 
an error floor in the end-to-end bit error rate [1]. 
A number of remedies were proposed for relay networks utilizing channel coding. 
One such technique is using a cyclic redundancy code (CRC) check at the relay [14,15]; 
preventing it from forwarding if CRC fails. However, a single error in a coded frame 
would trigger a CRC failure at the relay and hinder a significant number of correct 
bits to pass on to the destination; resulting in a diversity degradation. Such a problem 
becomes particularly prominent with larger frame lengths, which is usually the case 
for distributed coding schemes. Similarly, the authors in [24] proposed that the relay 
operate in the DF mode when the SNR exceeds a preset value, and in the AF mode 
below such a value. Such an approach assumes the relay is able to switch between 
AF and DF modes, and it preempts any re-encoding to happen in case the relay is 
in the AF mode. Finally, relay selection for coded cooperation was recently proposed 
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by the authors in [16] using a low-complexity metric. However, a sufficient number of 
relays to choose from is needed to achieve the promised performance improvement. 
Alternatively, the authors in [1,25,26] proposed to calculate a reliability measure 
of the received bits and forward that to the destination, which grants the destination 
additional flexibility in deciding on the bits. While all three papers use the log-
likelihood ratio (LLR) as that measure, [1] assumed that the relay can transmit these 
LLRs as unconstrained analog values to the destination, [25] expanded the rate by 
transmitting as many as three bits per code bit to relay a quantized value of that 
measure, and [26] assumed an error-free link between the relay and destination, which 
can be impractical. Moreover, all three techniques require extra processing at both the 
relay and destination, and they all complicate diversity combining at the destination 
since the source and relay will be transmitting different data. 
2.3.2 The Use of Network Coding to Increase Throughput 
To address the problem of low throughput in cooperative networks, network coding, 
a coding paradigm initially introduced for routing in computer networks [27-29], has 
been extended recently to cooperative networks in an effort to enhance their data 
throughput [30-35]. This is accomplished by allowing multiple data streams arriving 
from multiple sources to be mixed at intermediate relaying nodes before transmission 
(see Fig. 2.1 for an example). Consequently, the data transmitted in the network is 
reduced, resulting in improved throughputs. Not only does network coding improve 
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the network throughput, it also brings other advantages including efficient-energy 
consumption, network security and network robustness. 
b 4 = b2 
b 2 = b 4 ^ -
Node 3 
(relay) 
b 3 = b, 
Nodel b, 
^ - b 3 
Node 2 ±> 
h. 




b,= b 2 ©b j 
Node 2 
Figure 2.1: An example of how a two-way cooperative system operates without net-
work coding (above) and with network coding (below). Notice that with network 
coding there was no need to transmit 64, thus saving throughput 
Most of the network coding theory has been applied to wireless networks assuming 
that the data link layer provides error-free data delivery implying that the underlying 
error correcting coding scheme is able to correct all errors [31,32]. However, such 
an assumption without any error checking schemes (such as ARQ) is impractical as 
errors will propagate to all terminals and cause diversity loss. 
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2.4 Conclusions 
We have seen in this chapter how there are still serious practical limitations to the 
full development of cooperative communications. Namely, noisy relays that can prop-
agate decoding errors to the destination. As well as low throughput that results from 
various constraints applied to relay nodes. 
Given the infancy of this research area, we are motivated to believe that fur-
ther improvements can be made to enhance the error performance of cooperative 
communications-which we investigate in the next chapter. We are also urged to con-
sider throughput-saving techniques and how to improve their data-link layers-which 
we discuss in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 3 
Thresholding to Reduce Error 
Propagation 
In the previous chapter, we have seen how error propagation poses a challenge to 
cooperative communication systems. As a remedy to the problem of error propaga-
tion at relays, we propose to calculate the LLRs of bits received at the relay, and 
then forwarding only reliable, hard-decided bits to the destination. We propose to 
distinguish reliable bit from non-reliable ones by means of a threshold. As such, bits 
with corresponding LLRs that exceed the set threshold are deemed reliable and are 
forwarded to the destination. Hence, error propagation at the relay is reduced while 
significant performance improvements are obtained. 
In this chapter, we discuss in detail the system model used and the proposed 
thresholding technique. We derive end-to-end performance analysis and display the 
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potential performance gain in using thresholding in cooperative communication sys-
tems. Finally, to validate the claimed improvement, we simulate the system with 
and without thresholding at the relay and show the comparative advantage of using 
thresholding. 
3.1 Proposed System 
The design of the system presented here aims at enabling the use of our technique 
in a coded cooperative scenario. In our system, the source encodes N information 
bits using a rate 1/4 serially-concatenated convolutional code (SCCC), with two re-
cursive systematic convolutional (RSC) codes (each with rate 1/2) as constituent 
encoders (denoted by E\ and E2 for the outer and inner encoders, respectively). As 
shown in the source block in Fig. 3.1, let b = [&i,... , frjv] be the frame of infor-
mation bits to be encoded, and p = [p\, •.. ,PN] be the parity bits added by E\. 
Hence c = [c i , . . . , C2N] = [h,Pi • • •, &w,Pw] will be the output of E\. As shown in 
the diagram, u = n (c) or the interleaved c, which is the input to E2. Similarly, 
let w = [wi,... ,W2N] be the parity bits added by E2. Hence, the output of E2 is 
x = [x\,..., xw] — [u\, w\,..., U2N,W2N]- For the rest of this work, we assume a sin-
gle cooperating relay and binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation throughout, 
although the technique is expandable to higher-order modulation with multiple relays 
(an example would be nulling the symbol if any of the constituent bits are nulled). 
For notational expedience, we assume that the bits take values 6 {±1}- Finally, 
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we assume throughout the thesis that all receiving nodes have perfect knowledge of 
channel state information (CSI). 
We stress here that although we present the proposed technique in the context of 
this system, it is applicable to other coding strategies as well; given that LLR values 
can be obtained of the relay output. See Fig.3.1 for a block diagram of the proposed 
system. 
3.1.1 Overview 
Observing that u is a part of x, and that u can be obtained by decoding x, we exploit 
this structure by letting the source broadcast x in the first stage, then transmit u in 
the second stage. After the relay listens to the source in the first stage, it can decode 
x to obtain u and cooperate with the source in the second stage. We note that this 
decreases the overall system code rate since u is transmitted twice, first as a part of x 
and then alone. To obtain a higher code rate, we can reduce the number of repeated 
bits by puncturing a part of u out of x during the first stage. 
Hence, the overall code rate can be split into equivalent code rates for both 
stages, namely RCl and RC2, where RCl ranges from 1/4 (transmitting x in full) 
to 1/2 (puncturing all of u out of x), and RC2 = 1/2. Consecutively, the overall 
system code rate will be equal to / ^ ,
 v The timeline for the transmission 
of a single frame of information is thus n — 1,2,... ,N/RC1 (broadcast stage), and 
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n = N/RCl + 1 , . . . , (j£- + ^ - ) N (cooperation stage). 
3.1.2 The Broadcast Stage 
We elect to use RCl = 1/3, which is obtained by puncturing half of u out of x. Hence 
the modulated output of the source can be expressed as {y[n]} = {wi,u2, w2, w3, u4, u>4,...} 
and so on. During this stage, the signals received at the destination and the cooper-
ating relay can be expressed as 
rSD [n] = ^RclEbhSD [n\y[n) +nSD{n], (3.1) 
rsR[n] = )/' Rc,EbhSR\n)y[n] + nSR[n], (3.2) 
respectively, where n = 1,2, . . . , N/RCI, hsoln] and hsfi[n} are the fading coefficients 
for the source-destination and source-relay channels, respectively, and Eb is the en-
ergy transmitted per bit from the source, HSD and USR are complex additive white 
Gaussian noise (AWGN) signals with variance NQ/2 per dimension. 
After the relay receives rsR, a SISO decoder is used (shown in Fig. 3.1 as D2, 
here an a posteriori probability (APP) decoder) which is matched to E2 to obtain soft 
estimates of u, denoted by Au.1 Specifically, these soft estimates are LLRs, formally 
defined as 
A w P(UJ = l\hsR,rsR) ,„ „v 
P{Ui = -l\hsR,rSR) 
JOne can also use a soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) to produce these soft estimates [36] 
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which are used as reliability measures of the individual bits. 
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Figure 3.1: System block d iagram,^ , E<i are the constituent encoders, D? is an APP 
decoder matched to E2, and II is an interleaver 
3.1.3 The Cooperation Stage 
In this stage, the source transmits u to the destination, while the relay cooperates 
with the source by sending the same data. Observing that the relay has, from the 
previous stage, the set of soft information Au, it can use this information in several 
ways. The relay can either: forward hard decisions based on the sign of the soft 
estimates (we refer to this case as simple DF for the rest of this work), or employ a 
scheme to reduce error propagation to the destination. From the previous schemes 
discussed earlier, we focus on using a CRC check (discarding the frame if CRC failed, 
cf. [15]), and forwarding analog LLRs (after normalizing their power, as described 
in [1]). Our proposed technique, however, is to set a threshold T at the relay. Then, 
only bits that have associated LLRs exceeding T, in absolute value, will be forwarded. 
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The relay then keeps silent (transmits zero energy) in place of the blocked bits.2 To 
prevent correct bits from being blocked, we set the threshold to operate only after 
a CRC check fails, such that no bits are blocked when we know the frame has been 
successfully decoded. During this stage, we can express the signals received at the 
destination from the relay and source as 
rRD[n] = \\ RC2^hRD[n)u\n) + nRD[n], (3.4) 
rsD[n] = \jRc2-YhsD\n\u[n} + nSD[n), (3.5) 
respectively, where n — N/RCll,..., (j~—h -^-J N, and u[n] and u[n] are the mod-
ulated output of the relay and source, respectively. Other variable definitions are 
similar to those found in (3.1) and (3.2). We divide Eb by 2 to maintain a constant 
energy per bit across the two stages. 
3.1.4 Decoding at the Destination 
The destination receives both the broadcast stage frame (3.1), and the cooperation 
stage frames (3.4), (3.5). The destination combines the two copies of the cooperation 
stage frame using maximum ratio combining (MRC), then multiplexes the combined 
frame with the broadcast stage frame to get the complete coded frame. An iterative 
decoder, as described in [37, p. 174], decodes the frame and produces the information 
bits. We summarize the operation of our proposed system in Fig. 3.1. Consequently, 
2
 For reason of tractability of the analysis, we assume the relay does not allocate the energy of 
the blocked bits to the forwarded ones; effectively lowering the total transmit power. 
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using such a setup will increase the overall system code rate to /
 /D \* / /r> \ = 1 / 5 . 
[\IHc1) + \}/Rc2j 
Of course, further puncturing can be used to achieve higher code rates. 
3.2 Performance Analysis 
To analyze the performance of our system, we derive union bounds on the end-to-end 
bit error rate. We also assume Rayleigh-faded channels throughout. 
3.2.1 Relayed Frame Includes Nulled and Error Bits 
During the first stage, the destination only receives TSD expressed in (3.1). Hence, 
the receive-SNR can be expressed as 
7D1[n} = 2^\hSD[n}\2: n = 1,2,... ,N/RC 
During the second stage, the destination receives TRD and TSD expressed in (3.4) 
and (3.5), respectively. The destination then combines both signals using an MRC 
combiner. Thus, the output of the MRC combiner can be expressed as 
nvrncM = h*SD[n]rSD[n] + h*RD[n]rRD[n] 
=
 h
*SD\n\ \ \\Rc2-^hsD[n}u{n) + nSD[n] 
+h*RD[n] I \\Kc2-^hRD[n\u[n} + nRD[n] j . (3.6) 
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To combine u[n] and u[n], we define A[n] to distinguish a wrong decoded bit from a 
correct one, formally defined as 
A[n] 4 
-1, u[n] = u[n] 
- 1 , u[n] ^ u[n],u[n] ^  0, 
0, u[n] = 0. 
Thus, u[n] = v4[n]u[n], and (3.6) simplifies to 
Eh rMRcW = ( |^SL>N|2 + A[n] \hRD[n]\2^ I \lRC2~hsD[n\u[n 
+ {h*SD\n)nSD[n} + h*RD[n]nRD[n\). (3.7) 
Hence, the receive-SNR for the second stage can be expressed as 
. . RC2Eb{\hSD[n]\2 + A{n}\hRD[n}\2y 
N
° (\hsD[n}\2 + \hRD[n}\2) £•£.'" 
Finally, the total receive-SNR at the output of the multiplexer can be expressed as 
7 D N = < 
2RCl*ySD[n], n = l,2,...,N/R, •C\ J 
(3.8) 
^
( 7 a t n i s a i ) a . n=N/RC1+i,...,(^+^-)N, 
where jSD[n] = jfc \hSD[n}\2 , 7 R D H = ^ |^£»[«]|2- Hence, assuming the all-zero 
codeword was transmitted, the probability of the destination erroneously decoding a 
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codeword of weight d bits (also called the pairwise error probability, or PEP) condi-
tioned over the instantaneous SNRs JSD [n], 7RD [n], can be found as 
P{d\7sD[n],iRD[n]) = Q 
i+d-l 
\ E T 7 D N VieO,.. . ,4iV-d ) (3.9) 
' n=i 1 
where =F stands for the case of A[n] = — 1 with 7s£>[n] < IRDI^} and otherwise, respec-
tively. To proceed with the analysis further, we assume that the source-destination 
and relay-destination channels exhibit quasi-static fading (the whole frame sees the 
same fade) , whereas the source-relay channel is block faded. We acknowledge that 
this channel model is limited from a practical point of view. However, we adopt it 
because it makes the analysis more tractable, which otherwise becomes prohibitively 
complex due to the multidimensional integrations involved. We use these results as 
proof of concept. Nevertheless, we provide simulation results for various practical 
channels models to domesticate the efficacy of the proposed scheme. Consequently, 
ISDM = lSD,lRD[n] = JRD-
Since the coded frame is received over two stages, we split d into d\ + d2 = d, 
where d\ and d2 refer to the weight of the error event during the first and second 
stages, respectively. We split d2 to account for the possibility of having bits nulled at 
the relay into d2 = dr + dj,, where dT indicates the weight of bits (in the error event) 
receiving contribution from the relay during the second stage, and d^ equals to the 
number of bits receiving contribution from the source only during the second stage. 
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Since the relay can forward wrong bits, we further split dr = dc + de, where dc 
and de equal to the number of bits correctly and wrongly relayed from the relay in 
the error event, respectively. For notational expedience, we define £x and £2 as 
£1 = 2d1RclfsD + dcRC2 (7SD + IRD) + deRC2 SD h d^RCi — 
lSD + 1RD 1SD + 1RD ' 
and 
£2 = 2d1Rcl^sD + dcRC2 (7SD + -yRD) - deRC2 SD \- d$RC2 — 
lSD + 1RD lSD + 1RD 
respectively, where the negative sign in £2 was used to account for the negative am-
plitude of the signal component in TMRC m (3.7). Hence, for the case of JSD > IRD, 
the expression in (3.9) can be expanded as 
P(d|dc,de,d0,7sD,7fiD : ISD > IRD) = Q (v£i) • (3-10) 
3However, for the case where J$D < IRD and £2 > 0, (3.9) can be expanded as 
P(d|d c ,d e ,d0,7S D ,7HD : ISD < 7flD,6 > 0) = Q I yft^) , (3.11) 
3It is important to note here that we do not assume that the destination knows the locations of 
blocked bits; which is evident from having -JRO in the denominator of the coefficient of d^ 
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while for the case of £2 < 0, the expression in (3.9) becomes 
F ( d | d c , d e , d 0 , 7 S D , 7 f i D : ^SD < 1RD,ZZ < 0) = 1 - Q (\f-S) • (3-12) 
To obtain the PEP conditioned only on (dc ,de ,c^), we integrate (3.9) over the joint 
PDF of ("YSDIIRD)- Assuming that the fades experienced by the source-destination 
and relay-destination channels are independent, and given that JSD,1RD have an 
exponential distribution (taking the general form p7(7) = 4exp(—?J), the PEP 
becomes 
P (d\dc, de, d^) = 
II « 
1SD>1RD 
* 2d1RCllSD + dcRC2 (JSD + JRD) + deRc}1SD ^RD) + ^ i? C 2 ^ 
\ ISD + iRD 1SD + IRD 
exp I - r ^ ] exp -^- I d-ysodjRD 
ISDlRDJ V 7SD/ \iRD 




ISDlRD) \ ISD/ \iRD 
' exp I -^- ) exp I -^- ) disDdyjw, (3.13) 
where -ySD = jfcEHsD [\hSD\2] ,JRD = ^EHRD [ | / IHD|2] . We note from (3.13) that in 
all cases where de > 0 the resultant PEP will increase. Note that the PEP expression 
given in (3.13) is conditional on de, dc, d^ (or de, dr : dr = dc + de, dr = G?2 — d^) which 
are specific to a group of error events of weight d. Thus, we need to sum the PEP 
over the probability of an error word of weight d having dr and de as components. 
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That is, 
P(d) = E E P(d\de,dr)pde(de)pdr(dr). (3.14) 
dT=Ode=0 
Assuming a uniform distribution of relayed and error bits over the forwarded frame,4 
the PDF functions for dT and de are equal to 
(d2\ (2N-d2\ /dr\ fdR-dr\ 
PdT{dr)=KdT)}2dXd T \ Pde(de)=KdJ^dJ, (3.15) 
\dR) \dE) 
respectively, where dn and ds represent the total number of forwarded bits from 
the relay and the number of which are wrong, respectively. Finally, assuming ML 
decoding of the received codeword at the destination, the resultant bit error rate can 
be upper-bounded by (cf. [38]) 
oo N
 i /N\ 
n ( e ) < £ E ^ 7 • )p(d\i)P(d), (3.16) 
d=dhee i = i J V \ l J 
where dfree is the free Hamming distance of the SCCC and p(d\i) is the input/output 
weight distribution function of the SCCC code. 
A closed-form solution for (3.13) requires the evaluation of an integral of the form 
/0°°exp(—c\u — c2/u)du. Furthermore, the integration regions of £2 < 0,^2 > 0 are 
quadratic functions of {^SDIIRD)- Due to the complexity of such an expression, we 
opt to evaluate (3.13) using numerical integration. 
4We note that the actual distribution of error/relayed bits' positions might not be uniform, since 
particular error events are more probable than others. However, we use this assumption to simplify 
the analysis, and we demonstrate later that there is an agreement between theory and simulations. 
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Next, we evaluate the obtained expression for the PEP under two assumptions, 
for the purpose of further validating the PEP. 
3.2.2 Relayed Frame Includes Nulled but no Error Bits 
In partial error-free cooperation, we assume two assumption: that the relay only 
forwards a portion of the decoded bits, and that the forwarded bits are all correct. 
In light of the previous analysis, ds is in this case always zero, but CIR € { 0 , . . . , 2N} 
bits. Hence, pde(de) = 1 for de = 0. Consequently, the expression of the conditional 
PEP in (3.13) becomes 
P{d\dc,dtt>) = 
oo oo 
72 2dlRcljsD + dcRC2 (JSD + IRD) + d<t,Rc SD A ^ u j j t c , 1SD T u,ciiC2 y JSD T JRD) T "0-ftC2 \ 
\ 1SD + IRD J 
( ^ - ^ - ) exp t2^-) exp (?™) djsodjRD. (3.17) 
The average PEP is again obtained by averaging over PdT(dr) 
d2 
P(d)= J2p(d\dc = dr)pdr(dr), 
dr=0 
where Pdr(dr) has the same definition in (3.15). Thus, we can see this assumption 
eliminates the error floor from the PEP and bit error rate. However, there will still be 
a loss of diversity due to the possibility of error events that have dc = 0, (dj, + d\) < 
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dfree- Such loss of diversity can be witnessed when the relay is able to block all errors 
from passing to the destination, but nulls correct bits in the process of doing so. 
3.2.3 Ideal Relaying 
We include this case for mathematical completeness, despite having no practical appli-
cation. Assuming the relay is able to forward all bits correctly, rendering dR = 2N = 
dc,dE = 0, and thus both p(dr) = 1 when dr — dR = 2N,p(de) = 1 when de = 0. 
The average PEP in (3.17) evaluates to 
oo oo / \ 
P{d) = I j ' Q fidtRc^so + d2RC2 (jSD + JRD)\ 
0 0 V / 
• ( r — - — exp - ^ exp ^ d-ySDdjRD. 
\lSDlRDj \lSDj \lRDj 
The expression above evaluates to, using Craig's formula (cf. [39])for the Q-function 
and assuming j S D = j R D , 
where Sj = '
 2
c\m<> * °2 and s2 = 2l\J?e- ^-° s e e * n e diversity order of the PEP 
(and consequently the resulting bit error rate), we can simplify (3.18) by assuming 
(2RCldi + RC2d2)j S> 2. The expression of the PEP thus tends to 
P(d) 
(4i?C2d2)(i?cld1 + ^ 2 ) ( 7 ) 2 ' 
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which suggests a diversity order of two. 
3.3 Optimizing the Threshold at the Relay 
We can see from (3.13)-(3.18) that the best performance (ignoring any other restric-
tions) would be at dE = 0,d.R = 2N (achieves full diversity and no error floor). 
However, the possible combinations of these two values are restricted by the system 
employed. Generally speaking, decreasing d# (by means of a stricter threshold) would 
also decrease d,R, and vice versa. We next study two thresholding schemes: The first is 
a genie-aided threshold that relies on knowing the positions of the errors, and the sec-
ond is a practical threshold relying only on the knowledge of CSI (of the source-relay 
channel). We discuss optimizing both thresholds to achieve the minimum end-to-end 
bit error rate. 
3.3.1 Genie-Aided Threshold 
As a benchmark for any thresholding scheme, we assume that for any given frame the 
relay knows the location of errors. Although impractical, this assumption provides 
us with a limiting case for more practical thresholding schemes. Given that the 
relay knows the LLR values of all wrong bits, a threshold can be set as the absolute 
value of any of these LLRs; preventing all but the desired number of errors to be 
forwarded. Let Awrong be the set of bits that are known to be wrong, formally defined 
as Awrong = {|Au[n]|}n:sign(Au[n])?,u[ri] . Assuming Awrong is sorted in a decreasing order, 
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we then formally define genie-aided thresholds as 
-* 0 * "-wrongj i -* 1 — ^wrong 2 ) -* 2 — ' >-wrong3 i • • • i ^O. i y j 
where T indicates the value of the LLR threshold, and the sub-index indicates the 
number of errors allowed to pass. The question of optimality here is to choose the 
threshold that results in the minimum end-to-end bit error rate; keeping in mind that 
allowing a few errors to pass also allows correct bits that can contribute to the overall 
performance. 
The mathematical analysis of this case is beyond the scope of this work, by reason 
of its impracticality. We nevertheless provide simulation results (displayed in Fig. 3.2) 
that illustrate that the optimal choice in this case would be allowing no errors to pass 
at all, especially at higher SNR values. 
3.3.2 Proposed (CSI-Based) Threshold 
Observing that the instantaneous PDF of the LLR values at the relay depends on the 
underlying source-relay CSI. We propose a metric that relies only on the CSI of the 
source-relay channel. 
Denoted by Z, this metric is equal to the mean source-relay channel energy during 
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the transmission of the current frame, formally defined as 
i V
 n = l 
We can then set a threshold that is proportional to Z as, 
Tz = aZ + (3. (3.20) 
T h e o r e m 1. Such a threshold approximates a constant source-relay bit error rate. 
Proof. For a SISO decoder, the LLRs can be approximated (especially at high input 
SNR) to follow a normal distribution, with ^rtOUt < Rdfree^rtin = Rdfree ^ ' (cf. 
[1]). If we set a threshold T over the LLRs, then for any two instances of h, e.g. 
h\,h2 : |^2| > \h\\, the conditional bit error rate will hence be (given that u = — 1) 
PiLM > T ( / M ) ) and P(Lu(h2) > T(h2)), 
respectively. By equating both probabilities, we obtain 
P(Lu{h,) > T(/i0) = P(Lu(h2) > T(h2)) =• i W / r e e ^ M - i 2 d / r e e ^ J M = T{h2)-T(hx). 
iVo iv 0 
Assuming T(h) = a\h\2 + f3 =• i ? d / r e e ^ (|/i2|2 - | ^ | 2 ) = a(\h2\2 - | ^ | 2 ) . Hence, 
setting a = RdfTeej^- and an arbitrary (3 guarantees a constant bit error rate across 
different channel realizations. • 
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We can then model the resultant (dE, dc) as jointly independent binomial random 
variables. As such, the resultant PEP at the destination is expressed as 
N/Rc2 dR d2 dr 
p(d) = E E E E 
dR=0 dE=0dr=0de=0 
P{d\de,dr = dc+de)pde(de\dE,dR)pdr(dr\dR)pdB(dE)PdR(dR) 
(3.21) 
where the underlying PDFs are defined as, 
fd2\ f2N-d2\ (dr\ (dR-dr\ 
PdMrM = u ; r r * - ; , pde(de\dR,dE) = wv**-*.; /2N\ ' ^fl V-e|-/{,-£,; - / d \ 
d-E \ , j N „ / , , „ n dc PdE(dE) = B[dE, N/RC2, 7 7 7 ^ - ) , pdc{dc) = B[dc, N/RC2, N/RC2)' ^c^> ~y^,~.,^, N/R^ 
PdR{dR = dc + dE) = Pdc{dc) * PdE{dE), 
where B(x,k,p) indicates the binomial distribution with k and p as the number of 
trials and the probability of success, respectively. The last step in deriving the optimal 
CSI-based threshold is establishing the relationship between Tz and (dE,dRj. Since 
such a relationship will depend on the code used between the source and relay and 
the type of decoder used at the relay, we opt to find this relationship empirically. 
Consequently, we select the (dE,dRj pair that minimizes the end-to-end bit error 
rate in (3.16) when the corresponding P(d) found in (3.21) is used. We point out 
that since we are relying on an upper-bounded bit error rate expression to optimize 
the threshold, we choose the threshold based on the SNR region in which the upper 
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3.4 Simulation Results and Discussion 
The system used in the simulations is depicted in Fig. 3.1. Throughout our simu-
lations, the system encodes a frame of N = 100 information bits, with RCl = 1/3 
and RC2 = 1/2. The constituent codes of the SCCC, for all simulated schemes, were 
(13,17)8 for the outer code, (27,31)s for the inner code (see Table 3.1 for the obtained 
weight-distribution function), and the iterative decoder was set to run for 5 iterations. 
The assumed source-relay channel is block-faded with 20 independently-faded blocks 
and JSR taking values from {6,9} dB, as well as quasi-static source-destination and 
relay-destination channels.5 
3.4.1 Optimizing the Threshold 
In light of the discussion in Section 3.3, we find the best thresholds of the two cases 
where the relay knows error positions (genie-aided) and using the CSI-based threshold. 
Optimal Genie-Aided Threshold 
Assuming that we are able to strictly control d,E, we explore under various JSR values 
the optimal threshold to set at the relay. The end-to-end performance is demonstrated 
in Fig. 3.2, where we can see the performance of different genie-aided thresholds under 
various SNR values. For both JSR values, we can see that the best performance is 
obtained when the threshold prevents all errors from passing. On the other hand, 
5We emphasize here again that this particular combination of channel models is of limited prac-
ticality. However, we use it as a proof-of-concept and to facilitate optimizing the threshold. 
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we see that allowing 1 or 2 errors to pass (denoted by Ti,T2 , respectively) does not 
provide any noticeable gain, even at low values of 7. By increasing 75^ from 6 to 
9 dB, the source-relay bit error rate decreases, resulting in higher diversity for T0 
and a lower error floor in the end-to-end bit error rate for Tj, T2. We conclude from 
these results that for a genie-aided threshold, the best performance is achieved by 
preventing all errors from passing to the destination regardless of the source-relay 
average SNR. 
1 0 t ; ; : : : : : : : : : : : I : : I : : : : : : : : : : : ! : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ! : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ! : : : : : : : : : ! : : : : : : : : : : : : : ! ::: : : J 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
7 in dB 
Figure 3.2: End-to-end bit error rate vs. 7 for genie-aided thresholds T0 ,Ti,T2 
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Optimal CSI-Based Threshold 
We simulate the source-relay part of the system under different values of JSR, a and 
(5 in (3.20) to obtain the possible (d~E,dc) operation values. In Fig. 3.3 we plot 
the obtained possible values. We can see that in general a higher JSR value allows 
for better selectability of the threshold (i.e. allowing fewer errors while blocking 
less correct bits). Moreover, we can see that increasing a and (3 results generally in a 
stricter threshold; allowing less errors but blocking more correct bits. By substituting 
these possible pairs in the PEP expression in (3.21), and then in the end-to-end bit 
error rate expression in (3.16) (evaluated only at 7 = 30 dB,) we obtain Fig. 3.4, 
where the end-to-end bit error rate is shown versus possible combinations of a, (3. We 
can see a region of minimum bit error rate on both surfaces. The optimal point of 
operation for both values of JSR = 6,9 dB were found to be a = 0.5, (5 = 2.5 for 
JSR = 6 dB, and a = 0.5, (3 = 2.0 for 7S f t = 9 dB. 
3.4.2 Thresholding vs. Other Error Control Techniques at 
the Relay 
To illustrate the strength of our proposed system, we simulate other protocols at the 
relay. Namely, employing only a CRC check at the relay (thus discarding frames that 
fail that check), forwarding analog LLR values (cf. [1]), and simple DF, while also 
displaying the performance of the optimized thresholds obtained previously (for both 
genie-aided and CSI-based thresholds). 
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180 
Figure 3.3: dc vs. (1% for different threshold parameters. Each line represents a value 
for a while points on the lines represent variations in (3. 
For j S R = 6 dB, the end-to-end bit error rate is displayed in Fig. 3.5, in addi-
tion to the upper bound derived previously for the CSI-based threshold. Compared 
to simple CRC, both threshold types display significant gains, with the CSI-based 
threshold displaying as much as 5 dB of gain (at BER = 3 x 10~3) over simple CRC; 
albeit without much diversity gain. Also notable is the error floor that is displayed 
when using analog-LLR forwarding and simple DF, with the latter flooring at a value 
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] 7Sft = 6 dB 
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a 
Figure 3.4: End-to-end bit error rate at 7 = 30 dB vs. a , (3. The bit error rate is 
found using the upper bound expression derived in (3.21) and (3.16). 
an order of magnitude higher. Comparing both thresholds, we can see that the genie-
aided threshold provides up to 5 dB gain (at BER = 9 x 10~4) over the CSI-based 
threshold, indicating that a more efficient threshold is possible. Finally, all techniques 
fall short of achieving ideal performance, owing to the low value of JSR-
Similarly, for ^SR — 9 dB, we show simulated results in Fig. 3.6. Both threshold 
types display higher gains compared to simple CRC (Note that CRC does not benefit 
much from the increase in 7 ^ , since any single error in the frame triggers CRC). 
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The CSI-based threshold achieves both a diversity gain and a coding gain over CRC. 
Analog LLR relaying, however, achieves slightly better bit error rate ( « 0.7 dB) but 
starts losing diversity quickly with 7 > 20 dB, after which both thresholds achieve 
increasing gains. Comparing both thresholds, we can see the genie-aided threshold 
still outperforms the proposed CSI-based threshold by a small gain until 7 = 20 
dB after which the CSI-based threshold starts losing diversity. We can also note 
that both thresholds approach the ideal performance, with the genie-aided threshold 
staying within 1 dB of the ideal performance. 
3.4.3 Other Relay-Destination and Source-Relay Channel Mod-
els 
So far we have investigated the system in the case of quasi-static source-destination 
and relay-destination fading with a block-faded source-relay channel. However, we 
stipulate that our proposed technique still provides gains in other channel models. 
To illustrate the effect of different channel models on the system performance, we 
simulate the system in the case of all channels exhibiting quasi-static fading, and 
in the case of block-faded relay-destination and source-relay channels (both with 20 
independent fades). Although the thresholds were not optimized for these cases, we 
nevertheless use the thresholds derived for a quasi-static relay-destination channel 
with the same 75^. Obtained results are shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 for all quasi-
static channels with JSR =6 dB and 9 dB, respectively, and Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 for 
block faded relay-destination and source-destination channels with JSR =6 dB and 9 
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Figure 3.5: End-to-end bit error rate vs. 7, displayed for different error propagation 
control techniques at the relay, JSR was fixed at 6 dB. Analog LLR relaying was 
implemented according to [1] 
dB, respectively. 
We can see that for the case when all channels are quasi-static, both CRC and 
analog LLR perform worse than the proposed thresholding. However, we see that 
the performance gain by thresholding reduced significantly ( « 2dB over CRC), in 
addition to providing no diversity gain. That is expected since if the source-channel 
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Figure 3.6: End-to-end bit error rate vs. j , displayed for different error propagation 
control techniques at the relay, ^SR was fixed at 9 dB. Analog LLR relaying was 
implemented according to [1] 
was bad throughout the received frame then CRC approximates the ideal decision of 
discarding the whole frame. Moreover, because the source-relay destination is quasi-
static, we notice no significant improvement from JSR =6 dB to 9 dB. 
When examining the case where both source-relay and relay-destination channels 
are block-faded, a significant performance gap is shown. Although no diversity gain 
is observed at */SR =6 dB, we still see a significant gain of 7 dB over CRC at bit 
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Figure 3.7: End-to-end bit error rate vs. 7, with JSR fixed at 6 dB. All channels were 
quasi-static. 
error rate of 10~3, with both simple DF and analog LLR exhibiting an error floor. 
With increasing JSR to 9 dB, however, we can see both a diversity and a coding 
gain for thresholding over CRC and analog LLR forwarding, with analog LLR losing 
diversity after 7 =10 dB, genie-aided thresholding losing diversity after 7 =15 dB, 
and CSI-based thresholding losing diversity at the same point. 
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Figure 3.8: End-to-end bit error rate vs. 7, with 75^ fixed at 9 dB. All channels were 
quasi-static. 
3.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we have investigated thresholding as means to mitigate error propaga-
tion in cooperative communications. Our proposed system relied on soft estimates of 
bits, and used them to block unreliable bits from being forwarded to the destination. 
After comparing the proposed technique with just using CRC at the relay, with sim-
ple DF, and analog LLR forwarding, we can conclude that we can achieve significant 
improvement by using thresholding at the relay. While analog LLR forwarding and 
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•©— Simple DF 
•B— analog LLR relaying 
-«— Simple CRC 
Figure 3.9: End-to-end bit error rate vs. 7, with ^SR fixed at 6 dB. Relay-destination 
channel was block-faded with 20 independent fades. 
simple DF caused an error floor in the end-to-end bit error rate of the system, CRC 
lost too much diversity by discarding the whole frame, and our proposed technique 
was able to circumvent both disadvantages. 
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7 in dB 
Figure 3.10: End-to-end bit error rate vs. 7, with JSR fixed at 9 dB. Relay-destination 
channel was block-faded with 20 independent fades. 
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Chapter 4 
Thresholding in Network-Coded 
Networks 
In the previous chapter, we have shown the performance gain achieved by employing 
thresholding at the relay. We now direct our interest towards network-coded coop-
erative systems; in order to address the problem of limited throughput. In network-
coded cooperative systems, a relay can create significant throughput by combining 
the destined output to two sources into one frame and broadcasting this frame to 
both sources simultaneously. 
In this chapter, we investigate the application of the proposed thresholding tech-
nique to network-coded systems. We consider the case of a relay cooperating with two 
sources simultaneously using simple modulo-2 addition of the decoded bits of both 
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sources: This is normally referred to as a two-way relay channel. Then, we investi-
gate different scenarios of symmetric source-relay channels or asymmetric channels 
(whereby one source maintains a stronger channel with the relay than the other), as 
well as two methods of applying the LLR threshold at the relay-namely, applying 
the thresholds separately to the bits then combining them or applying one combined 
threshold over the combined bits. We analyze the performance of the system in all 
of these methods, which leads us to optimize the thresholds to achieve the minimum 
bit error rate. We show using computer simulations that applying thresholding sep-
arately yields better performance than applying one combined threshold. 
Finally, we touch upon extending the application of thresholding in joint network-
channel coded cooperative systems and we include simulation results that display the 
potential of thresholding in such scenarios. 
4.1 Uncoded System Description 
In this section, we assume that no channel coding is used between the terminals to 
simplify analysis. Later, we investigate applying the proposed technique to coded 
cooperative systems as displayed in [40]. 
For this case, we choose a system of two nodes communicating with each other 
through a single cooperating relay. We then apply our proposed thresholding tech-
nique at the relay to limit errors propagating to the target node. 
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As such, each node (also called a source) transmits one bit to the other source. 
We refer to the bit originating at the first source (denoted by Si) as Xslt and to the 
bit originating at the first source (denoted by 52) as xs2.For notational expedience, 
we assume that the bits take values € {±1}. 
In addition to each source listening to the other source's bit, the relay listens to 
both sources' transmissions (forming xsx and xs2)- Then it combines both bits by 
adding them modulo-2. We then investigate several methods by which the relay de-
cides whether the combined bit is reliable. If deemed reliable, the relay broadcasts 
the combined bit to both sources, otherwise it stays silent. 
Thus, Si obtains two instances of xs2-one from listening to the transmission of 
S2 and one from decoding the output of the relay by adding it modulo-2 to xs-i, and 
vice versa for S^ Each source then combines both copies using MRC to obtain the 
final estimate of the other sources' bit. See Fig.4.1 for a block diagram of the system 
under study. 
We divide the entire transmission period into two stages-the broadcast stage fol-
lowed by the cooperation stage. 
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Source 1 (SJ i 
dec 





Source 2 (S2) 
MRC • / ' " • ' * • decision 
Stage 1 
Stage 2 
Figure 4.1: System block diagram for the case of non-channel-coded network-coded 
cooperation 
4.1.1 The Broadcast Stage 
In this stage, each source broadcasts its respective bit (through orthogonal channels). 
We express the received bits at both sources and at the relay as 
= yEbhSlRXSl+nSlR, rSiR = 
fs2R = \JEbhs2RXs2 + ns2R, 
rsxs2 = 







where rsxR and rs2R are the received bits at the relay from Si and S2, respectively, 
rSls2 and rs2s± are the bits received at 52 from Si and vice versa, respectively. Eb 
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denotes the transmitted energy per bit. h indicates the associated fading, with sub-
scripts indicating the specific channel. xsx and xg2 denote the bits transmitted by 
Si and 52, respectively. Finally, nslR, ns2R, ns^ a n d ns2Si are complex AWGN 
samples with per-dimension variance of NQ/2. For the rest of the thesis, we assume 
BPSK modulation throughout, thus xsiyxs2 G {±1}-
4.1.2 The Cooperation Stage 
In this stage, the relay assists the individual sources by re-transmitting their respec-
tive bits to the opposite sources. We explain next two possible scenarios-one where 
the relay cooperates individually with each source, and the other where the relay 
cooperates with both sources simultaneously using network coding. 
Individual Cooperation 
If the relay is to cooperate with 5j and 52 individually (thus needing two orthogonal 
channels) the relay would then be transmitting the bit of 52 to Si over one channel, 
and vice versa over the other channel. The detected bits at the relay are found by 
maximum likelihood (ML) detection, namely, 
xSl = sign($t{rSlRh*SlR}), 
xS2 = sign ($1 {rs2Rh*S2R}) , 
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for the detected bit of xs1,xs2, respectively, where TSXR and r$xR are expressed in 
(4.1) and (4.2), respectively, (•)* indicates complex conjugation, and 5?{-} indicates 
taking the real part. Hence, the received bits at both sources can be expressed as 
VRS, = \JEbhRSlxs2+nRs1, (4.5) 
TRS2 = yEbhRS2xSl+nRs2, (4.6) 
with variable definitions similar to that of (4.1)-(4.4). Finally, each source combines 
the two received copies of the other source's bit using maximum ratio combining 
(MRC). Consecutively, the final decided bit at each source is expressed as 
2/i = sign (5R {rSls2h*Sls2 + rRs2hRS2}) , 
y2 = sign (ft {rS2Sl h*S2Sl + rRSl h*RSi}) . 
where yt and y2 are the final detected bits of Si and S2, respectively (detected at 52 
and Si, respectively). 
Using Network Coding 
If the relay is to cooperate with Si and S2 simultaneously (using network coding) 
the relay would then be transmitting the exclusive-or (XOR) of S2 and Si over one 
channel; thus saving one channel utilization. That is, 
£ e = xSl © xS2 = - (xSlxS2), 
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where the second equality follows from xs^XSi S {±1}. It follows directly that the 
received bits at both sources are thus 
TRSI = \JEbhRSlx® + nRSl, (4.7) 
TRS2 = yEbfiRSzX® + nRS2. (4.8) 
Then, each source combines the received network-coded bit by modulo-2 adding it 
with its own bit, followed by MRC with the bit from the broadcast stage. Conse-
quently, the final decided bit at each source is expressed as 
xi = sign (jR {rSls2h*Sls2 ~ xs2rRs2h*RS2}) , 
x2 = sign (jR [rS2Sl hg2Sl - xSl rRSl h*RSl}) , 
where X\ and x2 are the final detected bits of S\ and S2, respectively (detected at S2 
and Si, respectively). 
4.2 Thresholding Protocol 
In the previous section, we detailed the uncoded two-way cooperative network under 
study. To combat the effect of error propagation, the authors in [20] proposed to use 
a reliability threshold at the relay before transmitting to the sources. In the event 
that the reliability of the bit is below the set threshold, the relay stays silent and 
transmits nothing, otherwise, the hard-coded bit is sent. We summarize the protocol 
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for the non-network-coded in the following section. 
4.2.1 Individual Cooperation 
The authors in [20] proposed to find the reliability of the received bit at the relay, 
expressed in terms of the LLR of the bit, which was formally defined as. 
A




 Pr[x* = -1) = ^ (* N****}) ' 
for the LLR of the bits received from S i , ^ , respectively, where Pr[] indicates the 
probability of the enclosed event. For the rest of the thesis, all logarithms are taken to 
the natural base. Then, if the LLR exceeds in magnitude a preset threshold, then the 
bit is transmitted. Otherwise, the bit is nulled and not forwarded to the destination. 
Namely, 
sign (ft {rslRh*SlR}) , |A*S I | > TSl 
o, | A X J < T S I 
where T$x is the threshold set for forwarding bits of S\, and similarly for xs2 • It was 
also shown in [20] that the optimal thresholds Tsx and T$2 in the case of individual 
xSi = \ 
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cooperation can be expressed as 
Topt __ , rs2 rs2 _ -, 
i S l - iog {SD) l 
V ^ 2 / 
/ p(X) _ p(MRC) N 
T ° P * _ i n p . ^ S i * S i _ 1 
*s2 ~ iog {SD) i 
respectively, where Ps ' indicates the bit error rate at S\ given that the relay forwards 
an incorrect bit to Si, PSl indicates the bit error rate at Si given that the relay 
forwards a correct bit to Si, and Ps indicates the bit error rate at Si given that the 
relay stays silent. The definitions of Ps , P$2 ', and Ps ' are similarly defined. 
These thresholds simultaneously achieve minimum bit error rates at Si, S2 • 
4.2.2 Using Network Coding 
The challenge in thresholding when using network coding is that thresholding can 
be implemented at the individual-bit level or at the network-coded-bit level. We 
elaborate on this next. 
Individual-bit Thresholding 
Using individual-bit thresholding is similar to thresholding in the individual cooper-
ation case. When finding x e , however, the output is nulled when any of the two bits 
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are nulled. Namely, 
Xffi — \ 
- (xSlxS2), A4si | > TSl and |Ais21 > TS2 
0, otherwise 
This thresholding scheme requires setting two thresholds Tsl,Ts2 at the relay. We 
discuss the optimal thresholds for this case later in Section 4.3. 
Network-coded-bit Thresholding 
From A^s , A^s we can find the LLR of the combined bit (denoted by AX(B) as follows 
Axffl = log 
= log 
Pr [x@ = 1] 
P r [ x e = -1] 
Pr [xSl = 1] Pr [xS2 = -l] + Pr [xSl =-l]Pr [xS2 = 1] 
Pr [xSl = 1] Pr [xS2 = 1] + Pr [xSl = -l]Pr [xS2 = -1] 
_Pr| f £ l=l] Pr[xa~=l] 
= log 
= log 
Pr i s x = - l + Pr i s , = - l 
Pr Pr x 5 2 = l 
Pr[xSl=-l] Pr[xs2=-l] 
e
A±si + eA*s2 
+ 1 
A£<s = log (eA*si + eA±s2) _ log (eAi*i +A*S2 + l ) 
Hence, we can set a single threshold (denoted by T©) and apply it to the combined 




x&. — < 
0, otherwise 
4.3 Performance Analysis 
In this section, we analyze the performance of our proposed thresholding scheme 
in terms of BER. We first briefly discuss the analysis in [20] covering the case of 
individual-bit thresholding. Then we apply the analysis for the case of network-
coded-bit thresholding. For both cases, we distinguish six events at the relay with 
regards to the forwarded bits-^eSj indicating an error in decoding the bit for S\ at 
the relay, £xs1 indicating a nulled bit for Si, and £cs1 indicating a correctly-decoded 
bit for Si (with their counterparts for S^). 
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4.3.1 Individual Cooperation 
Although not part of the described If the relay is forwarding bits to S\, S2 separately, 













- 5 2 
\A*S2\ 
| A - s 2 
> TSl, sign (AXSi) ^ xSl, 
> TSl, sign (AiSi )=xSl, 
<TSl, 
> TS2, sign (A£s2) ^ xS2, 
>Ts2,sign{kXs^) = xS2, 
<TS2, (4.9) 
respectively. Consequently, the bit error rate at S-[ and 52 is expressed as 
p(e) _ 
p(e) _ 
P^Pr [£*s2] + P^RC)PT [£CS2] + P^Pr [£eS2], 
Pr\y2±x2\ (4.10) 
Pf^Pr [£xSl] + P^RC)Pr [£cSl) + P{SX2] Pr [£eSl], 
= Pr[yi^Xl) (4.11) 
respectively, where P^ , P^ , P5 , Pg2 , Pg , and P ^ } were defined ear-
lier. 
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4.3.2 Network-coded Cooperation 
For this type of cooperation, it follows that a nulled bit from the relay is equivalent 
to nulled bits to both sources in the individual cooperation case. Furthermore, an 
incorrect bit is equivalent to forwarding incorrect bits to both sources in the indi-
vidual cases, as is the case for a correct bit. Hence, the components of each pair of 
(£eSi,£eS2)> {£xS!,£xS2), and (£cSi,£cS2) are equivalent events. 
We have previously distinguished two cases of thresholding for the case of network-
coded cooperation. Next, we go into the performance analysis for both cases. 
Individual-bit Thresholding 
In this case of thresholding, the definitions for Ses12, Sxsli2 and £csh2 become 
£eSi , 2 : |AxSl I >TSl, \^xs2 | > Ts2, 
(sgn (A*Si) sgn ( A ^ J ) ^ {xSlxs2), 
£cS!,2 • |AxSl | > TSl, \Ais21 > Ts2, 
(sgn (AiSi)sgn ( A ^ ) ) = (xSlxSa), 
and SxSlt2 : |A*S I | < TSi OR |A i s J < TSi, (4.12) 
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respectively. We use the following probability distributions, derived in [20] to help us 
in finding the optimum T$1, Ts2, 
l
 + e4* -2(0^+1), 
fM l + e
4z
 -2 (0^^+1) . 
v//322 + /52e 
where zi = 
A»C A 
, 2 2 = 
A* s2 
, and A = ^ [\hSlR\2} Eb,f32 4 £ [|/i52fi|2] £6. 
It follows then that the probabilities of £xs! 2, Scsh2, and 5 ^ 2 evaluate to, based 
on the definitions in (4.12), 




J fZi(z)dz+ J fZ2(z)dz 
0 0 
•Tsji \ /TS2/4 
J fZl(z)dz\ I fZ2(z)dz\, 





Pr [£esl,2] = Pr[ (sgn (A±SI ) sgn (A£fi2) ) ^ (xSl xs2) 
| | A £ S I | > T 5 I , | A £ S 2 | > T S 2 ] 
= Pr [sgn ( A * S I ) ^ xS l I \^x3l \>Tsi] 
•Pr [sgn ( A £ s J = xS2 | |A£s2 | > T<?2] 
+Pr [sgn ( A * S I ) = xSl | | A £ S I \>TSi] 




+ e 4z 
dz 1 / ^ 
/«(*) 
rSa/4 + e 
4z 
C?2 
/ A ^ d , /" J 
y l + e4z 7 1 
/«(*) 
rSl/4 nsa/4 
* dz \ , 
+ e4z ' ' 
(4.15) 
respectively, where the last equality follows from the following equality 
Pr [sgn (A £ s i ) ^ xS l | A i s J = r 
l + elA i s ' 
which was proven in [41, (11)]. 
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Network-coded-bit Thresholding 
In this case of thresholding, the definitions for £eSi,2, £rSli2 a n d £cSi,2 become 
(sgn (AxSl) sgn (A£Sa)) 7^  (x S l x S 2 ) , 
^c5i,2 : |Ai e | > T®, 
(s#n (AxSl) s S n (A*s2)) = (^Si^Sa), 
and £xSli2 : | A £ e | < T © , (4.16) 
respectively. By denoting the PDF of the combined LLR as fze(z), we can express 
the probabilities of £eSi,2, £xS\ 2 a n d &cSi 2 a s 
^ [ ^ s 1 ] 2 ] = J fz9(z)dz, 
0 
and P r [£cSl J = 1 - P r [5eSl,a] , (4.17) 
respectively. We note here that we did not obtain a closed-form expression for fz9(z), 
which is not needed to obtain the optimum T®. 
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4.3.3 Optimal Thresholds 
In this section, we obtain the optimal thresholds at the relay for both cases of 
network-coded cooperation. Namely, with individual bit thresholding, and combined-
bit thresholding. 
Individual-bit thresholding 
We can find the optimal thresholds (optimized for minimum Pg ) by solving the set 
of equations for Tsj, Tg2 
dPs) dP{se} 
— ^ - = 0 — ^ - = 0 
dTSl U' dTS2 U' 
where Pg is expressed in (4.10), and using event probabilities shown in (4.15). Fi-
nally, expressions for piM^)^
 p{X) a n d p(SD) c a n b e found i n [2o]: (A • 10), (A • 14) 
and (A • 19), respectively. By using numerical integration to evaluate the expressions 
in (4.15), we obtain all elements of Pg' and Pg ; allowing us to obtain their numerical 
values for a specific (Tsl,Ts2) pair. Finally, by using a numerical optimization algo-
rithm (such as gradient descent), we obtain the optimal pair of (TsiyTs2) (denoted as 
^rpopt^rpop ^ respectively) optimized for either minimum P^' or Pg2 . 
Combined-bit thresholding 
To find the optimal threshold in this case, we need to differentiate (4.10) or (4.11) 
with respect to T© and equate the resultant to zero, to obtain the optimal threshold 
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:>(e) ™- p ( e ) for minimum P§ or P§2 , respectively, which is expressed as 
dPg> 
— ^ - = 0 => 
p(SD) 
07; +
P^^(P r[5«S lJ)=0, 
for the case of optimizing the threshold for minimum Pge , where event probabili-
ties used are shown in (4.17). This expression, after some algebraic manipulation, 
simplifies to 
p(MRC) p(X)\ f (lk\ 
1 + er® 
p(ou) , ^_Si ' Ai • " » V 4 / _ Q 
This yields the following solution to the optimal threshold (to achieve minimum Pg (e) 
p(X) p(MRC) 
T®1 = log * „rsD? 1 • (4-18) p; (S ) Si 
We can follow the same procedure to set T e to achieve minimum Pg , which can 
evaluate to a different value. 
4.4 Simulation Results 
The system was simulated as a relay cooperating with two sources using network-
coded bits. We simulated both thresholding types in addition to the cases of no 
cooperation from relay, perfect cooperation from relay (assuming all relayed bits are 
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correct), and without any thresholding at the relay. Throughout the simulations, the 
channel assumed is Rayleigh faded with S[|/iSiS2l ] = -E^I^Si/il ] = •E'tl^RsJ ] = 1-
We simulate the system for two scenarios, assuming channels from the relay to both 
sources have the same power (i.e. E[\}IS2R\ ] = E[\hns2\ ] = 1), and assuming that 
one source is closer to the relay than the other (we chose the value of i?[|/is2/i| ] = 
E[\hRs2\ ] = 1/16). In order to maintain the same notation with previous simulation 
results, we define the x-axis as 7 = ^ for the rest of the simulation results. 
4.4.1 Symmetric Source-Relay Channels 
15 20 25 
7 in dB 
Figure 4.2: Bit error rate vs. 7, for Sf l^f l l 2 ] = E[\h RS2\ = 1. 
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The results of the simulations for this case are displayed in Fig. 4.2. We display 
one set of bit error rate curves since Pse' = PseJ for this case. In the figure, we 
can notice a complete loss of diversity in the case of no thresholding (diversity of 1 
is observed), in contrast with the case of ideal cooperation where a diversity of 2 is 
shown. We can see the significant diversity gain that separate thresholds provides over 
no thresholding at the relay, with the performance of separate thresholds displaying 
a gain of more than 10 dB at BER = 10~4 over no thresholding. Although we see a 
matching performance of combined thresholding for 7 < 20dB, we notice that after 
that point the performance of combined thresholding becomes worse than separate 
thresholds; attributed to it resulting in more bits being nulled which prevents diversity 
gains. Finally, we note the matching of analytical and simulation for the optimized 
separate thresholds at 7 > 15dB. 
4.4.2 Asymmetric Source-Relay Channels 
In this case, we set i?[|/i#,s2|2] = 1/16 to introduce asymmetry in the system model. 
Hence, both the uplink and downlink from/to £2 degrades relative to the uplink and 
downlink from/to Si -impacting the correct detection of y\ at S2. 
For this case, results are presented in terms of bit error rates Pse', Pse' since they 
are not equal. As such, we note that for this case we have four variants of thresholding 
at the relay: Optimizing separate thresholds at the relay for minimum Pc? , doing so 
for minimum Pse , optimizing one combined threshold at the relay for minimum PgJ, 
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and optimizing one combined threshold for minimum Pse '. We found the optimal 
threshold(s) for all cases (as outlined in Section 4.3) and simulated the performance 
of the system for each case. We compare the performance of all four variants in Fig. 
>(e) (e). 4.3. We first notice that, in general, Ps ' > P$2 ; highlighting the impact of incorrect 
Figure 4.3: Comparison of different thresholding case for asymmetric source-relay 
channels, (PJg,Pg) vs. 7, for E[\hS2R\2] = E[\hRS2\2} = 1/16. 
detection at the relay. In addition, for 7 < 20dB we see that the difference between 
all four cases is negligible in both Pse' and PseJ. As an example, we see that Pg* using 
separate thresholds optimized for S2 is slightly worse than when these thresholds are 
optimized for Si. For 7 > 20dB however, we see that combined thresholding loses 
diversity and performs worse than separate thresholds- a behavior observed in the 
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case of symmetric source-relay channels as well. 
To show the improvement of using thresholding, we display the results for simulat-
ing the cases of no thresholding and perfect cooperation at the relay, along with the 
performance of optimized separate1 thresholds in Fig. 4.4. We point that P^' > PgJ 
-*— No thresholding 
Separate thresholds 
+ Analytical 
•A— Ideal Cooperation 
Figure 4.4: Bit error ra te fP^ , P<£'j vs. 7, for asymmetric source-relay channels 
where E[\hS2R\2} = E[\hRs2\2} = 1/16. 
(except with ideal cooperation where the bit error rate depends only on the downlink 
channel). Moreover, we see a gain very similar to the one observed in the symmetric 
'We chose to display the performance of separate thresholds since we can calculate all components 
p(e) p(e 
for fZfB (z) 
of 
^ s t ^ s ^ ' whi ' e for the case of a combined threshold we did not obtain a closed-form expression 
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case, with higher diversity achieved by thresholding. Interestingly, the gain achieved 
by thresholding is greater for Psf (where the performance without thresholding is sig-
nificantly worse) than Pse'\ we note that even Pg*' with thresholding becomes lower 
than PseJ without thresholding. We observe gains up to 8dB for Ps* , and up to 
bdBfoiP^. Finally we see that the analytical expression for the performance with 
thresholding matches at 7 > 20dB. 
4.5 Extension to Channel-Coded Network-Coded 
Scenarios 
We can allow the cooperative system under study to adopt the same channel coding 
scheme detailed in Chapter 3. In this section we briefly discuss issues in extending 
thresholding to a channel-coded, network-coded system. 
4.5.1 System Model 
Analogous to the system model in this chapter, we modify (4.1)-(4.4) to use channel 
coding, hence the output of each terminal during the broadcast stage becomes 
rsi R N = \jRClEbhSl R [n] ySl [n] + nSl R [n], 
rs2R[n} = \JRc1Ebhs2R[n]yS2[n} + ns2R[n] 
rSi s2 M = ^RClEbhSl s2 [n] ys1 [n] + nSls2 [n], 
rs2Si [n] = \jR^Ebhs2s1 [n]ySl [n] + nS2Sl [n], 
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where ysAn] and ys2[n] denote the coded bits transmitted by 5i and 52, respectively, 
where the same channel coding used in Chapter 3 is used to obtain ysx [n] and ys2 [n], 
and n = 1, 2 , . . . , N/RCl. Moreover, during the cooperation stage we can modify (4.5) 
and (4.6) (for the case of individual thresholding) as 
TRS! [n] = \j RC2 Y hRSl [n] u e [n] + nRSl [n], 
rRS2 [n] = \l RC2 Y hRS2 [n] w© [n] + nRS2 [n] 
respectively, where u®[n] = U5t [n] ® iis2 [n] = — (usi [n]us2[n]) where iis1 [n] and us2[n] 
are the modulated output of the relay for the bits of S\ and S2, respectively, and 
n = N/RCll,..., (jf—h ^ - j N. However, during the cooperation stage the sources 
are also transmitting (hence the division of power by 2), whose output is expressed-for 
the cooperation stage-as 
rs2S! N = \j RC2YhSiSi ln]uS2 N + nRSi [n], 
rS! s2 [n] = \j RC2 Y hSl s2 [n] uSl [n] + nRS2 [n], 
Finally, both sources combine their respective copies of the cooperation stage frames 
as 
fMRCSi [n] = h*S2Si [n]rS2Sl [n] - uSl [n]h*RSl [n]rRSl [n], 
rMRC,s2[n] = h*SlS2[n]rSls2[n] - uS2[n}h*RS2[n]rRs2[n]. 
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At each source, decoding is carried out in the same way described in Section 3.1.4 to 
obtain the decided bits. 
4.5.2 Thresholding Protocol 
As simulation results (see Section 4.4) have proven earlier, thresholding done at the 
individual-bit level yields better results than at the combined-bit level. Thus, we 
only consider thresholding done on individual-bits at the relay. We have already 
obtained optimal individual thresholds for a single channel-coded cooperative system 
in Chapter 3. Hence, the thresholding rule can be formally defined as 
- (uSlus2), |A«S l I > Tsi and | A^ | > TS2 
0, otherwise 
where A^s and A„s are obtained at the relay from decoding rstR and rs2R, respec-
tively, using a SISO decoder. 
4.5.3 System Analysis 
To shed some light on analyzing the performance of the system in this case, we ex-
ploit a convenient property of network-coded cooperative systems. Namely, that any 
network-coded bit that was erroneously forwarded is equivalent to both sources re-
ceiving an erroneous bit from the relay. Similarly, a nulled network-coded bit will 
translate into a nulled bit for both sources. 
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Recalling the final PEP expression for a single, channel-coded cooperative system 
obtained in (3.21), we can substitute dE,dR by dExoR,dRxOR to indicate the number 
of bits in the combined forwarded frame in error and nulled, respectively. Hence, 
(3.21) becomes 
dftj +dR2 d,Ex +dE2 d,2 dr 
nd)= £ £ £ £ 
dR=0 dE=0 dr=0de=0 l 
P(d\de,dr = dc + de)pde(de\dExOR,dRxOR)pdr(dr\dRxoR) 
PdEXOR(dExoR)PdRxOR{dRxon) (4.19) 
which can apply to the bit error rate at any source by substituting the appropriate 
SNR, where dEl and d^2 are the number of bits in error in the decoded frames of 
S\ and S2, respectively. We can see from (4.19) that we have two unknown PDFs-
VdEx0R{dEx0R) and PdRxOR{dRxoR). To obtain them, we write dExoR and dRxOR as 
d-RxoR = dRl + dR2 — dRcOM, 
dExoR = dEl + dE2 — 2dEcoM, 
where dRcoM indicates the number of bits commonly nulled in both decoded frames 
at the relay, and similarly for dEcoM. Hence, PdBxOR{dExoR) and PdRxoR(dRxOR) can 
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be written in terms of the underlying PDFs as 
PdRxOR(dRxoR) = J2 PdRl{dRl)pdn2{dR2)PdRcOM(dRCOM\dRl,dR2), 
WRl,dR2,dRCOM-
dRxOR=dRl +dR2 -dRCOM 
PdExoR(dExOR) = Yl PdEl(dEl)PdE2(dE2)PdEcoM(dEcOM\dEl,dE2), 
VdEl,dE24ECOM-
dEXOR=dEl+dE2~2dECOM 
Then, assuming that the positions of errors and nulls at the decoded frames are 
independent, we can express PdRcoM (dRcOM\dRl, dR2) and PdBcoM (dEcoM \dEl, dE2) as 
PdRm M (dRcoM \dRl,dR2) = 
(. 
P ^ r o M ^ C O M 1^1 >d£2) = 
2N Y 2N-"RC0M )( 2N-d*COM ) 
d
*CQM' V d « i -dRcgMJKdR2 -dRcoM' 
/ IN \ I 2JV \ j 
min (dRl ,dR2)> dRcOM > 0 
/ 2N w 2 J V - m a x ( d R 1 . r f H 2 ) \ 
U a x ( d W l , d f l 2 ) J l m i n ( d B l , d H 2 ) > 
I 2N \( 2N \ ) 
\dRl)\dR2) 
dRcoM = 0,2iV - max (dRl, dR2) > min (dRl, dR2) 
I 2N S, ™-dECOM \f 2N-*ECOM ) 
UECQM ' UE1 -dEnOM 'UE2-<JEnnM ' 
I 2N\7 2N \ ) 
\dEl)UE2) 
min (dEl ,dE2)> dEcOM > 0 
/ 2N w Z A T - m a x ^ ^ . t i g Y 
U a x(d E l ,d E 2 )A m i n ( d £ i , d g 2 ) ) 
I 2N \( 2N \ ) 
\dEl)\dE2) 
dEcoM = 0,2iV - max (dEl,dE2) > min (dEl, dBi) 
Finally, the rest of the underlying PDFs are defined similar to the definitions in 
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Subsection 3.3.2, namely, 
Pdr(dr\dRxoR) 
PdEl(dEl) 
PdRl(dRl = dCl +dEl) 
PdE2{dE2) 
PdR2{dR2 = dC2 + dE2) 
where dcx ,dc2 ,dEl, and dE2 are controlled by CSI thresholds set individually by the 
relay for the decoded frames of Si and S,2. 
4.5.4 Optimizing the Threshold at the Relay 
We can optimize the threshold for this case in an analogous fashion to the threshold 
optimization procedure in 3.4.1. That is, we find the region of possible f dcx, dc2,dEl, dE2 
tuples, we evaluate (4.19) for each point, using all underlying PDFs found earlier, and 
we choose the operational point that leads to the minimum bit error rate. In this 
case however, we can substitute the related values in (4.19) to evaluate the bit error 
rate at S\ or £2, which leads to optimizing the thresholds w.r.t that bit error rate. 
As a proof of concept, we assume a symmetric system, where JSIR = JS2R- Hence, 
optimizing the thresholds reduces to optimizing a single threshold w.r.t a single bit 
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(d2\( 2N-d2 \ (dA(<iRXOR-dr\ 
_ \drj \dRxoR-dT) . . , _ \dej \dExoR-dJ 
- ( 2N ) ' Pd'\UelURXOR>UExOR) - (dRxoR\ 
\d*XoJ \dExOR' 
= B (dEi, N/RC2, J ^ L - ) , PdCi (dCl) = B (dCl, N/RC2, j ^ 
= PdCl(dCi)*PdBl{dEl), 
= B[dE2,N/RC2, t £ 2 N/R, c2 






Through following the same procedure set and used in Section 3.4.1, we found the 
optimal values for the case when all channels experience quasi-static fading and 
7Sifl = 1S2R- iRSx = lRS2 = lSxS2 = lS2Si-
4.5.5 Simulation Results 
All Quasi-Static Channels 
O simple DF 
- * — simple CRC 
CSI-based thresholding 
— I — genie-aided thresholding 
-A— error-free relaying 
Figure 4.5: Bit error rate (Ps* = PsJ) vs- 7> f° r symmetric source-relay channels 
where £[|/is2fi|2] = E[|/i/j52|2] = 1, and all channels are modeled as quasi-static. 
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In this case, we simulate the system with all channels exhibiting quasi-static fad-
ing. The results of the simulations for this case are displayed in Fig. 4.5. We display 
one set of bit error rate curves since Pgf = PgJ- In the figure, we can notice a 
complete loss of diversity in the case of no thresholding (diversity of 1 is observed), 
in contrast with the case of ideal cooperation where a diversity of 2 is shown. We 
can see the significant diversity gain that thresholding provides over no thresholding 
at the relay, with the performance of thresholding displaying a gain of more than 10 
dB at BER = 10~4 over no thresholding. We also see that the performance of simple 
CRC is very close to thresholding (both genie-aided and CSI-based); which is to be 
expected in the case of quasi-static channels. 
Block-Faded/Quasi-Static Channels 
In this case, we simulate the system with the inter-source channel exhibiting quasi-
static fading, while the rest of the channels exhibit block fading. The results of the 
simulations for this case are displayed in Fig. 4.6. Similar to the previous case, we 
notice a loss of diversity in the case of no thresholding, in contrast with the case of 
ideal cooperation where a diversity of 2 is shown. We can see the significant diversity 
gain that thresholding provides over no thresholding at the relay. In contrast with 
the previous case, we see that the performance of simple CRC is much worse than 
thresholding; which results from higher diversity in the source-relay channels. For 
instance, the performance of thresholding displaying a gain over CRC of around 7 dB 

















- Simple DF 
- Simple CRC 
- CSI-based thresholding : 
- genie-aided thresholding '. 
- Error-free Cooperation • 
; -
' : ; : : : : • ' * • ' : : : : : 
I l i l i i 
10 15 _ 20 
7 indB 
25 30 35 
Figure 4.6: Bit error rate (Ps? = PsJ) v s- 7> f° r symmetric source-relay channels 
where J5[|/i52^| ] = J5[|/i/j52| ] = 1, and the inter-source channel is modeled as quasi-
static fading, and source-relay channels are modeled as block fading. 
All Block-Faded Channels 
In this case, we simulate the system with all channels exhibiting block fading. The 
results of the simulations for this case are displayed in Fig. 4.7. In the figure, we 
observe similar trends to the previous case, with higher diversity rates achieved due 
to the inter-source channel becoming more diverse. 
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1 1 1 1 , L 
0 5 10 15 _ 20 25 30 35 
7 indB 
Figure 4.7: Bit error rate (P^f = P ^ J vs. 7, for symmetric source-relay channels 
where E[\hS2Rr] = E[\ hRs21 ] = 11 a n d all channels are modeled as block fading. 
4.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we have extended the proposed thresholding technique to network-
coded cooperative communication systems. We analyzed the performance of the pro-
posed system and optimized the threshold for different cases of thresholding. When 
compared with using no thresholding at the relay, the proposed thresholding dis-
played significant improvement in performance. Finally, we investigated applying 
thresholding to channel-coded network-coded cooperative communication systems. 




5.1 Concluding Remarks 
In this thesis, we have presented a technique that aims at mitigating error propagation 
in cooperative communications. Our proposed system relied on soft estimates of bits, 
generated using a SISO decoder at the relay, as reliability measures and used them to 
decide whether a bit is reliable enough or not, forwarding it to the destination accord-
ingly. We compared our system with just using CRC at the relay, with simple DF, 
and analog LLR forwarding and displayed significant improvement in diversity and 
bit error rate. While analog LLR forwarding and simple DF cause an error floor in the 
end-to-end bit error rate of the system, CRC loses diversity as well by discarding the 
whole frame. We discussed two types of thresholding at the relay- genie-aided and 
CSI-based. Through analysis and simulations we demonstrated how the threshold 
can mitigate the adverse effects of CRC and analog LLR forwarding, and approach 
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the ideal (error-free) performance of the cooperative system. By touching briefly on 
the case where the relay-destination channel becomes more diverse, we demonstrated 
that the efficacy of competing schemes is reduced as the relay-destination channel 
becomes more diverse. Finally, observing the still existent performance gap between 
the proposed threshold and the error-free performance, we are lead to believe a better 
thresholding scheme at the relay can be developed, possibly incorporating adaptive 
elements and/or extra processing at the relay. 
Furthermore, we have extended the proposed technique to network-coded cooper-
ative network. We analyzed the performance of the proposed system and optimized 
the threshold for different cases of thresholding, namely, thresholds applied sepa-
rately and applied on the combined bits. We compared our technique with using no 
thresholding at the relay and displayed significant improvement in performance. We 
concluded that even in cases where the relay-source channels are asymmetric, opti-
mizing the thresholds for either BER does not change the resultant thresholds much. 
In addition, we observed that using separate thresholds yields better performance 
than using combined thresholding. 
5.2 Future Work 
Throughout the presented simulation results, we can see a significant gap between 
achieved performance and error-free performance. This leads us to believe that further 
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performance improvement can be achieved through more sophisticated thresholding. 
That said, further expansion on the developed scheme is possible to bring it closer to 
practical application in cooperative systems. A few areas where further research and 
expansion of the presented work are shown below 
• The scheme can be expanded to use higher-order modulation; seeing that most 
practical standards define higher-order modulation for their air interfaces. The 
challenge would thus be to specify would symbol would be transmitted (if any), 
given that one of its constituent bits was nulled. 
• Variants to the coding/decoding parts of the system can be investigated. Specif-
ically, the effect of different channel codes, code rates, and SISO decoders can 
be analyzed. 
• Expanding the system to multiple relays can make the system more applicable 
to mesh networks, where typically a large number of nodes are available to 
cooperate with the source. 
• The proposed threshold relied on a linear relationship with the observed CSI 
only. We believe that adding more criteria to the threshold can result in better 
end-to-end performance. 
• The sensitivity of the threshold's performance to imperfect channel estimation 
can be investigated; leading to a more practical analysis of the system. 
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